Easter
Rising
An article about
The Poole Passion (TPP) by
Sharon Muiruri

T

PP began its work in 2008 as a pilot community
drama project and has been continuing ever
since…
“A truly remarkable achievement and a triumph for all
concerned. It was a brilliant example of what can be done by
a community of people working together for and with each
other, and it was a privilege to be a participant.”
Participant
There has been something of a renaissance with the
performances of Passion Plays. This was helped partly by
Michael Sheen’s appearance in the large scaled Passion
Play in his hometown of Port Talbot (2011). Suddenly
The Poole Passion (TPP) sits not just in Parkstone Poole,
Dorset, but also as one of many plays performed in the
UK and around the world. We have now joined Passion
Playsi, a growing national organisation.

In the Beginning
The original idea for The Poole Passion (TPP)ii, came out
of a conversation I had with Father Nigel Lloyd - who
is Rector at St. Peter’s Church, Parkstone - after seeing
an exhibition in London called The Passions by artist Bill
Viola, who had used film images and actors ‘moving’
slowly in tableaux. I thought as I walked around that this
is an actor’s art. I would like to make a series of tableaux
that would move in slow motion for the stations of the
cross. Father Nigel was very enthusiastic and supportive
of the idea and introduced me to Rev Jonathan Martin,
then minister of Parkstone United Reformed Church
(PURC), who said that Poole had wanted a passion play
for some time and was just waiting for someone who
could do it. After a lot of negotiation it was decided
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that the 2009 play would be a pilot
production. So a smallish idea
became a much bigger one that
involved creating a full length play
that would be split between two
main sites with myself as writer and
director; the first half of the play to
be performed in PURC, followed
by a procession to St. Peter’s for the
second half.
Rev Roger Bayldon joined the
fledgling group and became the
producer. All the professional artists
in the 2009 play waived their fees
in an endeavour to see if the play
would work and, if indeed, there
was a need for such a community
project. If you are anxious that this
description so far sounds a little bit
like an episode for the BBC’s TV
series Rev please do not fear. TPP
is in essence a community play. It
is totally inclusive faith, inter faith,
non-faith, intergenerational, open to
professional and non-professional
performers and those who didn’t
even know they wanted to be in
a play. It is a totally eclectic group
that also involves those via Routes
to Rootsiii, an organisation for the
homeless and those in recovery
from drug and alcohol abuse.
TPP does not discriminate on the
grounds of age, ability, race, gender
or sexuality. We are all there in the
group! Although the content of
the play follows the last stages of
Christ’s life it was an event open to
anyone who wanted to participate.
The last supper was an emblem of
this philosophy of inclusivity. I think
we had a beautiful last supper. A
Canon; a lay member of The Third
Order of St. Francis; dual heritage;
ex-homeless; those in recovery;
believers and not sure; age range
fifteen years to eighty plus; and, oh
yes, a woman Jesus; all at the same
table. There was an authenticity
about such a diverse mix of people
united in a creative endeavour:
something transcendent, wonderful,
a weight, a presence that echoed the
stories that each face brought to the

table. No one had written a list of
who was required to be one of the
twelve: it had just emerged through
the creative process.

Brief history of the
passion play
It’s important to place TPP within
the tradition of Passion Plays in
Britain that goes back to mediaeval
times. Simple religious plays
were acted out in Church. The
relationship with these plays and the
established Church always proved
to be uncomfortable, as ‘wicked’
characters such as Herod could put
the actor at risk of ‘damnation’. In
Oberammergauiv, to this day, ‘actors
receive a special pardon, the Ablass,
before the performance’ (Harwood
1984:83).
Eventually the plays moved
outside the Church into the
graveyard and later developed into
larger spectacles. These plays began
to travel to market places and the
towns. The guilds would take on
the acting out of various stages in
the cycles. For example the bakers
would take on the Last Supper
and the carpenters the crucifixion.
These plays were called Mystery and
Miracle Plays.
‘Tableaux on floats appeared,
carrying participants who performed
dumb-show presenting Adam and Eve.’
(ibid. 84)
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evidence to support the view that
participation and enjoyment were
classless: the drama became part of the
mantle world of the performers and
spectators alike.’
(ibid. 86)
Today the Mysteries are still
performed in York.
Re-enactments of Christ’s
death and resurrection still happen
all over the world; in particular,
Latin American countries and, of
course, the famous Oberammergau
performed every ten years.
Our aim with TPP is to
embrace some of the elements of
the traditional Passion Plays, in
particular its ability to draw people
together. Today theatre can be a
vehicle for bringing a sense of
community in a time when many
aspects of community life have been
broken down.

Inspiration
I have over the years been trying to
make sense of why the TPP project
has continued and why people
want to see the same play again. My
hunch is that we deal with topics
that are not spoken about so much;
these are death, spirituality and
that ‘state of losing control’. I use
the word spirituality in its broadest
sense, not in merely affiliating it only
to a Christian standpoint.

Harwood goes
on to describe the
inclusive aspect of
these Medieval Mystery
plays:
‘Bells would have
rung all over England.
The presentation of
plays involved men and
women from all walks of
life, all major cities and
centres of influence. In
York, for example, out
of a population of five
thousand, two thousand
took part. There is much
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“I’m not a religious person, but I feel
like I’ve just had a spiritual experience.
I think the visuals of the Passion
Play did communicate spirituality
on a deeper level than just one creed
or belief. It made us think about the
preciousness of life and the importance
of communion.” Audience member
after the 2012 play
During the build up to the first
production (2009) my mother
became ill and died not long before
our first performance. I include
this fact as the play came to be, for
me as writer, a way of dealing with
her death. Audiences watching the
play have made connections with
their own personal loss or grief and
it appears in some ways to have
helped them. Grief is universal.
The story of The Passion explores
bereavement. It is a story of death
and resurrection. After watching
both my parents die I was struck at
how something tangible left them. It
is only through the language of art
and literature that we can attempt
to make sense of or cope with such
a momentous event. I thought as
I sat with my father of the words,
‘He gave up the ghost’. I had never
considered the physicality of that
phrase until that moment. My father
had gone, left, although I sat with his
body, holding his hand.
To an extent the creation of the
first play was a cathartic experience
for myself, very tied up with loss
and death. Firstly my father’s death
as the initial starting point. Later,
writing the play, Through The Eyes
of the Child, became an immediate
response to my mother’s undulating
illness and ultimate death.
There was the best part of
a month when I could not run
rehearsals. What was wonderful was
how other members of the group
kept the play going. I was back
home, heart broken. It was then I
was able to use my experiences
with Mum to write the final part of
the play.

In the original production the
Boy’s Angel was played by an older
member of the cast, Myra, who was
in her eighties. The Boy’s Angel
accompanies the modern Boy
throughout the play. When at the
end the angel leaves:
Stage direction: Boy runs off
but stops and looks back at his
Guardian Angel
Boy: Aren’t you coming with
me?
Boy’s Angel: Of course. Just
because you won’t see me
anymore doesn’t mean I’m not
there.
Stage Direction: They look at
each other and smile
Boy: I know that now.
Stage direction: He kisses her.
The boy runs off. The Boy’s
Angel joins all the other angels
and Jesus. They all walk up
through the Altar gates. The
Angel closes the gates and the
lights fade down to black out.
The End.
When creating a community
play the actual group impacts on
the writer either consciously or
subconsciously. For a while what
arose was a fairly traditional retelling
of the final part of Jesus’s life. I was
not happy with it. The play lacked
a dynamic. Then it came to me one
rehearsal that what was needed
was another perspective. I decided
to frame the play through the eyes
of a child. They see the world more
truthfully than adults. In a way
it was to help myself as much as
the audience to look at the life of
Jesus from another viewpoint. So I
introduced ‘the boy’, who was twelve
years old, the same age as Jesus
when found in the temple, debating
knowledgeably with teachers.

quality and engagement with the
wider community. This was due to
several factors mainly that the TPP
community drama group is now
more experienced, confident. The
home for the play is established
between the two sites of Parkstone
St. Peter‘s and PURC. Significant
funding allowed us to flex our
wings and as we stated in our arts
council grant to ‘take chances, risks
artistically’.
‘Really high quality. Best sort of
community theatre with some fine
performances. Very clever direction with
some quite stunning light projection
effects.’Audience Questionnaire
(AQ)
It is a mistake to think of
community theatre as just amateur
productions that are worthy but of
not much merit. Practitioners have
for years been achieving very high
quality arts. I have experienced this
first hand as an audience member
at many outstanding productions,
including, way back, The Colway
Trust, Dorchester’s Under the God;
more recently, John Somers’ Tale
Valley; Community Theatre’s
Foresight Devon and Wimborne
Community Theatre’s The Great
Rinsing. All large plays, site specfic
with a mix of professional and non
professioanl participants.
For TPP having the Arts Council
Grant enabled our production to
develop significantly by being able
to pay more professionals; to realise

Involvement
2012 was TPP’s third and best
production in terms of artistic
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our artistic visions; and, significantly,
take on nine young arts interns.
The interns gave a lot of energy to
the project; in turn, it gave them
the opportunity to work and learn
from existing professionals in the
company. All the production team,
who are professional artists, were
paid in 2012. This was part of our
development plan and builds into
the notion of establishing a creative
industry in Poole, Dorset.
From the start of the project in
2008 we haven’t used auditions
but rather used improvisation and
tableaux to explore the script and
bring the group together. A frequent
comment, especially in our first
production was, ‘When are we
going to get on to the actual play?’
The actual work is in the process.
It is vital to get to know the people
involved. It’s not a case of, ‘Here is a
script and now we will keep running
through it’. Community theatre
requires another level to cement the
work. It was a learning curve for a
lot of people who were not used to
working in such an organic or, to
rephrase, seemingly chaotic way.
Chaos is the foundation to creativity
and exploration. The nerves of the
2009 production were frayed. Would
the play actually work? Of course
the first play, although not perfect,
had the thrill and excitement of
being new and somehow we created
something special, beyond our
hopes. The play talked to people on
all levels. The energy from such a

diverse group and the sheer effort
of making it work came across very
powerfully to the audience. And
soon it was clear that Through The
Eyes of a Child was not going to
be a one off. We have learned, and
keep continually learning, more
each production, in order to keep
the play alive and fresh. A different
actor is chosen each production to
take on the role of Jesus. This is an
important decision, for not only
does this mean that someone new
has the opportunity to play the key
role but, more importantly, it forces
us to work in another way rather
than falling into a comfortable
pattern of performance. Performing
every two years gives us recovery
and planning time.
The TPP community drama group
has been, since 2008, the centre
of the project with around thirty
members. Over half of the original
members are still involved, nearly five
years on. The group has expanded
and in the actual 2012 performance
there were fifty actors on stage.
‘Although we managed to establish
a sizeable core quite early on, the joy
with which new people were greeted
was remarkable. Everyone respected
the needs of others and helped them
to integrate so that our growth
was organic.’ Participant Artist
Questionnaire (PAQ)
There is no doubt that a sense
of ‘family’ is created when working
on a community play. One of the
actors, whom I knew to be in early
recovery from drug abuse, a fact that
was unknown to most of the group,
showed great kindness to some of the
older members of the group. He would
help them to sit down and make them
a cup of tea. His act was so appreciated
by those older actors, some who live
alone. They were unaware of the
unbelievably difficult journey which
that particular individual was making
in his life. In turn, I witnessed that
person gain a real sense of self worth
as the play matured.
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Careful consideration was made
in the case of the elderly: making
sure that the facilitators were
aware of physical constraints. For
many people who are isolated the
play has become a very important
focal point and has meant that
they are able to contribute and use
their great experience and talent
in a meaningful exercise. From an
audience point of view, people can
see a range of faces. There was a
great deal of comment about the mix
of the group in the feedback:
‘Good to see so many varieties of
ages involved and use different settings.’
(AQ)
‘Great to see community groups
coming together and producing
something so magnificent out of local
talent.’ (AQ)
Kevin Tapscott led the workshops.
Kevin, who is in recovery himself,
has been working with drama for
four years and is now engaged on a
degree course in counselling.
That the R2R workshops proved
to be the bridge for two former
homeless people joining and taking
active roles in the play was beyond
our expectations. When Mark joined
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total amateurs to get
involved and feeling
that their contribution
was valued.’ Participant
Questionnaire (PQ)
Having Christopher
Mellows who played
Herod, a strong
professional actor,
helped to lift everyone’s
performance. One
member of the TPP
community drama said:
‘I never felt
intimidated by the
professional actors in
the play but felt that our
performances rose up.’
Participant

us you could hardly hear his voice
and I wondered at giving him the
role of a Soldier. He flourished.
His character had to interact with
the audience and at times improvise.
From never acting before he
managed to perform for four
nights in front of over seven
hundred people.
Professionals working with
non-professionals is a key ingredient
with community theatre. Ann
Jellicoe, a pioneer of community
plays, has always promoted amateurs
working alongside professionals.
‘Yes, it was better than ever this year
and seemed much more professional,
while at the same time still allowing

Alongside
Christopher Mellows
other members
had a professional
background, such as
Stuart Glossop who
played Judas. He
gave this part a new
interpretation, which
was difficult for him
as the successor to
the late Gavin du Tot
who had made his
distinctive mark with
his performances. Stuart
offered a new dimension to the role
and he was very well received.
A seasoned actor, Arwel Williams,
who played Annas, also joined us.
Faustine Robert, a French actress,
who has played Magdalene from
the beginning of TPP raised her
performance this year.
The beauty of having such
a diverse group of people,
particularly in respect of ages,
gives such productions an almost
cinematic look.

The role of Jesus
The biggest challenge artistically in
2012 was in the fact that we chose a
woman to play Jesus. Previously we

had an agnostic and a Nigerian actor.
The decision to cast an actress was
based on Trisha Hyder’s ability as an
actor, not because she was a woman.
This could have been controversial.
We could not ignore the fact that for
some people this might have been a
difficult concept. We met with Father
Nigel Lloyd, and talked it through
with him. We felt very strongly that
TPP is about being open and working
in partnership. Father Nigel not only
felt it would be a positive gesture, but
agreed to take part and acted as the
disciple, Andrew, in our play.
We also made sure that this fact
was included in our publicity, not as
anything sensational, but to make
people aware of our decision. Our
point being that art is only ever a
representation and our production an
artistic interpretation of the Passion
story. Some people no doubt stayed
away because of a woman playing
Jesus. Their choice has to be respected.
As a committee member, Bob
Garratt, the Father of the play at
87 years, flagged up his concerns
very strongly. Democratically, he
accepted the committee’s choice and
stayed with the project, taking on his
role as Caiaphas for the third time.
Interestingly at the end of the project
he said:
‘I was wrong. She was brilliant and
any one who did not come because she
was a woman missed out.’
Bob Garratt

The Angels
With Kate O’ Malley’s lead they
were able, using physical theatre
techniques, to lift the important role
of the Angels, whose prime purpose
is to heighten the emotion of the
play. They maintained a presence
throughout, echoing the feelings of
the main characters.
The Boy (Rhys Mellows) was
accompanied by his own Boy’s
Angel. The boy and his Angel
were pivotal to the play and really
delivered their roles well: not easy
for such young actors.
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Music has always played a major
role in TPP. Richard McLester,
Director of Music for St. Peter’s,
Parkstone, arranged and performed
the music for TPP 2012, providing a
soundscape that underpinned the
majority of the dramatic scenes.
‘Very moving. Skilfully produced.
Excellent music.’ (AQ)
Martin Coyne has designed and
created all the projections for all the
play. This was a highly technical feat
and was extremely time consuming.
2012 saw the experimentation with
Son Et Lumière, an extension of the
previous indoor projection work.
Initially, we did have a problem with
positioning the audience so that they
could see the projection on the wall
of St.Peter’s. This was improved for
the later performances.
‘Enormous admiration for the cast,
the Director, the crew and all involved
in such a multi media production …
The Turin Shroud/Jesus’ face visual
was memorable. The dove was a very
symbolic touch.’ (AQ)
‘I also loved the special effects.’ (AQ)
Jordi Robert has been an integral
part of the project in terms of
documenting the work through film
producing a strong piece of advocacy
and marketing material for TPP.

The Arts Interns
The Arts Council England grant
allowed us to employ nine young
people, all under 25 years old. Each
received £300 for their participation..
For some of the more experienced
interns this gave them the opportunity
to lead, as was the case with lighting,
stage management, photography and
costume design. For others it was
more of a supportive, apprentiship
role, to experienced artists.
The big challenge of course was
to clothe Trisha as Jesus. This was
especially the case for the crucifixion
costume, which had to be executed
with great respect and sensitivity.
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Selina and I spent a great deal of
time discussing this and looking
at ideas from the great wealth of
artwork inspired by the Passion.
The result of Selina’s design
was excellent.

The Set
The beauty of site-specific
work is that you have a ready
made set. Both buildings,
PURC and St. Peter’s, are wonderful
spaces to work in and have a very
different feel. We also worked
outside with scenes happening in St.
Peter’s graveyard and on the steps of
the church. However one key part
of the set that we did need were The
Three Crosses.
The making of the crosses tied
into the traditions of the Mediaeval
Passion Plays. In the early days of
community theatre different Guilds
took on responsibility for different
scenes; for example the Bakers
would act out the Last Supper and
the Carpenters the Crucifixion and
so on. In a way we are not only
creating a new tradition in Poole but
also echoing some of the past.
The three crosses had to be
both powerful visually and also
practical as they had to hold three
people for a significant length of
time. They were also designed
so they could be collapsed
for storage. The Working
Recovery Lead Trainers came
from SHARP Bournemouth &
Poole premises to St. Peter’s
and looked at the space they
had to work with prior to
making the crosses. From their
reconnaissance they designed
a model and then created the
final crosses as shown in the
picture above. The crosses are
now part of TPP’s growing
resources.

The notion of TPP being a
tradition is something that has
happened paradoxically from the
conception of the project. After our
first production in 2009 I spoke to
someone who had wandered into St.
Peter’s for the final scenes from the
pub opposite. She and her friends
had seen the procession. They had
come into church on both nights.
She told me ‘we always come to the
last part’, as if it had been happening
for years. I think this is due strongly
to the procession between PURC
and St Peter’s that links the two
parts of the play.
The action moves from PURC
after Jesus has been condemned to
death. The audience then become
part of the play as they make the
pilgrimage up the hill to St. Peter’s.
Suddenly, not only are the audience
spectators but also actors as the

Sharing and Moving
Forward
‘I think it’s become a classic of
its time.’ (PQ aged 80+)
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ended up taking the role of a disciple.
This was a huge undertaking for
this particular man who had never
acted before and had lived such an
extraordinary life far removed from
being part of a Passion Play. His
comment was:
“I feel part of a community I did not
know existed.” (PQ)
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whole piece becomes very public.
Cars hoot as they pass by. People
stop what they are doing. People
drinking at the two pubs close to the
churchyard stop and watch and in
some cases join the procession into
the graveyard and church scenes.
The involvement this year of the fire
artist, Carol Childs, outside of the
church, added to the atmosphere
when the soldiers divided up Jesus’
robe. The contrast between the plain
chant inside and the fire and night
outside was stark.
The outside fire from flares and
a large stove and then the Son et
Lumière on the church outside wall
all helped to bring the play right into
the community.

Performances
Well over seven hundred people saw
the play over four nights. Seventy
people performed as actors and
musicians. Another twenty plus
were back stage crew: the whole
production was a huge machine.
When a community play finally
begins its run, for the director it is
the only time they can guarantee a
full cast and full concentration. The
unknown strategic problems arise
and then the luxury of the following
nights to try and perfect the piece.

Conclusions
We are going to keep going. Although
the performance of the play Through
the Eyes of a Childv TPP is a key
function the group has other events
and arts related workshops to ensure
the sustainability of the project.
This Christmas the group delivered
Medieval Nativity by Ken Pickering,
adapted by Christopher Mellows,
which feels like an addition to
repertoire.
TPP will continue to recreate our
new tradition, as long as it is wanted,
performing the play every two years.
‘Long may Oberammergau continue
here.’ (AQ)
Of course many people had been
to see Oberammergau, as I was also
fortunate enough to do in 2010. Quite
a few people thought TPP was better. I
think, although flattering, what people
meant was they felt more involved
with TPP, rather than being spectators
at a distance from an amazing
spectacle as one is at Oberammergau:
The audience felt a sense of
‘involvement’. This was a key outcome
of the work, reflected strongly in the
evaluations.
I am going to finish with the
words of a member who come via
the recovery route to the project. He
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